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PANEL I COLONIAL

The discovery of America, It* exploration and lettlement, it* early colonial tn*tltu-

tion* constitute the theme of the fir*t panel.

The background of the panel show* the landing of lettlert, the exploration of a river

valley, and the dispotsoi *ing and ousting of the Indian*. The foreground depict* the

same ends of conquett being pursued through the more peaceful but no less effective

methods of trade. And in between is the story of how the new world was populated

with a plentiful and reliable labor supply. Together, fore, back and middle ground form

a dynamic whole in theme and treatment.

It is worth while to pause a moment to note the hands in the foreground. "The

hands, a* in all of Rivera's work, are eloquent: the eager, trembling hand reaching

for the 'firewater', the formalistic, hypocritical hand administering a blessing, the

careless hand from which a skin slides as if the Indian held material objects of little

account, and the grasping, clutching hands of a trader." (Wolfe.)

The Indian, driven from his ancient heritage, was debauched and maltreated, but he

could not be enslaved and turned Into a servile laboring force. For that poor immi-

grants, white Europeans, indentured servants bought and sold to work off their passage,

were imported. Rivera shows them coming from the ship, sad-faced and weary as they

disembark for the auction block.

After the white slaves came the black. A line of them is seen leaving the slave ship.

This line, moving down from the boat to the foreground, runs parallel to another line,

moving in the opposite direction, composed of black men and women naked to the

waist loading the ship with a cargo of goods produced in America.

Dominating the middle ground of the picture is the figure of a white master flogging

a Negro slave.

Such is early colonial America as Rivera sees it. He does not. however, see it all as

negative, as a record of destruction, enslavement, cruelty and exploitation; he sees and

depicts certain positive features as well — productive labor, the unconquerable spirit

of the American Indian who refused to be enslaved, the rebelliousness of the Negro slave.



PANEL 11 THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

This panel and the one that follows are devoted to the American Revoiution, its back-
ground, its ebb and flow, its tides of radicalism and reaction. For this theme Rivera
has selected a number of central figures, outstanding personalities of the Revolution,
Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Paine. Thomas Jefferson (in Panel III) and Sam Adam*.
Franklin and Paine, expounding the rights of man to a backwoodsman, an Indian and
a Negro, dominate the foreground. To Rivera these figures symbolic the fundamental
historic significance of the Amercan Revolution. The scroll which Paine is holding and
to which Franklin points bears the titles of two of Paine's works t'The Rights of Man"
and "Agrarian Justice") as well as the following characteristic utterances of his:

My counfry is the world; to do good my religion.

The contrast of affluence and wretchedness is like

dead and living bodies chained together.

In this series of murals Rivera indicates his central figures not merely by position but
also by a scroll or by a finger or hand pointing the way. Paine holds the scroll; Franklin
point, to it. Towards the right of the middle ground is Sam Adams, the great organizer
of the Revolution, also pointing with his hand. Behind him is Independence Hall, with
a group of members of the Continental Congress holding the Declaration of Independence.
And behind them in the far background, are those whom Rivera considers the conservative
leaders of the Revolution, typified by Washington. There is also a reminder of the

limitations of the new freedom in the scene of slave labor immediately behind

Independence Hall.

The dynamic movement of this panel is secured through the depiction of action and
the clash of opposing forces: popular resistance to the Stamp Act, the tarring and
feathering of a tax collector by the Sons of Liberty, the Boston Tea Party, the Boston

Massacre (in which Crispus Attucks, escaped Negro slave, is shown as one of the

victims).

Thus the thematic double movement of the first panel — the "line of rebellion" and
the "line of oppression" — is continued in this, but whereas the former was so predom-
inantly "negative," this one seethes with forward movement, rebelliousness and popular

action for freedom.



PANEL III REVOLUTION AND REACTION

Panel III depicts tho last phattt of the American Revolution—tho separation and mutual

confrontation of the right and loft wing* of the groat popular movomont that achieved

Independence

There It swift inov.-in.-iit diagonally from Jafforson, who dominattt the loft of the middle

ground, throuqh Daniel Shayt, II..- loader of tho revolt of 1786, to Washington and

his group at tha extreme right, Pore and back ground fall In with this fundamental line

of movomont.

Jefferson holds and points to a scroll with some of his characteristic revolutionary utter-

ances. Shays Is leading the poverty-stricken masses of New England In revolt against

Intolerable economic and political conditions. Confronting them stand Washington and

Hamilton, surrounded by tha liberal aristocrats who had come to America to help it

win Independence: Lafayatte, Kosciusko, Do Kalb and Von Steuben. This group, In Rivera's

view, represent* tha new conservative ruling power of tha young nation. But ye»-

terday united against Britain, the right and loft wings now confront each other In armed

hostility.

Thut does Rivara depict tha opposing forces of this final stage of the Revolution,

To the left of tha old Revolutionary "Rattlesnake" flag Is a concantrotad representation

of a revolutionary headquarters. It contrasts with the buildings on the right, court house,

slave market, etc., the citadels of tho conservatives. In one form or another, this contrast

pervades the entire panel.

In the first panel tho antithesis Is betwoan the white master on one side and the Indian.

Indentured servant, and Negro slave on tho other, tn the second panel, It Is between

the British authority and the Revolutionary patriots; In this third panel, It It between

the masses of the farmers, artisans, and backwoodsmen and the new upper class Fed-

erallit ruling group. Such Is tho movement of oarly American history at Interpreted by

Diego Rivera In these muralt.
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PANEL V THE GROWING CONFLICT OVER SLAVERY

The Mexican War and He discovery of gold in California form the background of this

peel because they did indeed form the historical background of the growing couflict

over slavery that culminated in the Civil War.

Abcve the wail of the prison cell in which Thoreau is imprisoned for refusing to pay poll

tax in support of the "iniquitous" Mexican War are the heads of Generals Zachary Taylor

and Winfieid Scott, and behind them are battle scenes from that war. The same Thoreau

who in the previous panel was pointing to Utopia is now bitterly arraigning the Amec
icon slave state (see the scroll in his hand). The map which in Panel IV President Polk

was covering with his hand reappears on the prison wall, but now the hand has left a

bloody imprint on the conquered territory.

The middle and foreground of this panel are given over to the ominous conflict itself.

Slaves, slave auctioneers and slave drivers fill most of the middle, serving as a sec-

ondary background. It is in the foreground that the clash of personalities takes place.

John C, Calhoun, the brilliant South Carolina statesman, is stationed before Thoreau's

prison celt with a scroll in his hand; he is the great champion and apologist for slavery.

In line with him to the right of the panel are Nat Turner and John Grown, leaders of

great slave revolts. Immediately below, in the right foreground, are the distinguished

Abolitionist leaders, Frederick Douglas, himself once a slave; William Lloyd Garrison

(with the glasses), and Wendell Phillips (holding the scroll). Further left there is Harriet

Beecher Stowe, with her world-famous book Unc/e Tom's Cabin, and Sojourner Truth,

Negro woman Abolitionist.

Thus do the opposing forces confront each other on the level of idea as well as on the

level of action. But the struggle itself is still unresolved. Under the spur of the kind of

hostile forces depicted in this panel, the country is being driven at headlong speed

towards the gruat and final judgment of the Civil War.



PANEL V I THE CIVIL WAR

This panel ii linked both thomaticatly and historically with the one that precede! and

the one that follows. The Civil War was the middle phase of a great historical move-

ment that opened with Abolitionism and closed with the period of Reconstruction.

John Brown, Abraham Lincoln and J. P. Morgan are the three figures that dominate this

mural. The central figure is John Brown, Rivera's hero. He Is shown twice in this panel,

in the lower as well as in the upper foreground, occupying the entire "beginning" (left)

of the picture.

In the lower section Brown is seen leading the historical raid on Harper's Ferry. (The

section is set off by a wooden frame on which are inscribed Karl Marx's words: "Labor

with a white skin cannot emancipate itself where labor with a black skin is branded.")

In the upper section John Brown is shown hanged after the failure of his uprising, but as

the famous song has tt, "his soul goes marching on" in the long lines of Union soldiers.

Thus Rivera makes John Brown's raid pictorially the "cornerstone" and his hanging the

"starting point" of the Civil War.

From John Brown We move to Abraham Lincoln. Lincoln, flanked by two Union generals,

holds a double-columned inscription, on one side a middle-of-the-road pronouncement of

earlier days, and on the other the Emancipation Proclamation.

There if profound irony in John Brown, hanged for striving to emancipate the slaves,

staring with sightless- eyes at the Emancipation Proclamation issued only a few years

after his death by the President of the United States.

The third great figure is that of J. P. Morgan the First placed in the right foreground.

Morgan appears here In his own right- and as representative of the merchants and capi-

talists who managed to coin millions out of the war. Rivera portrays him with his very

expressive right hand on his money bag, surrounded by the defective rifles from the

sale of which, according to report, he made a fortune. In the Immediate background

we tee theie same rifles exploding in the faces of Union soldiers. Mr. Morgan's left

hand reaches into the next panel where it subsidies the Ku Klux Klan In the Recon-

struction period.

The remote background at the very top of the picture contains battle scenes on land

and sea as well as a scene from the New York draft riots.



PANEL V 1 I RECONSTRUC T I O N

This panel is an immediate continuation of the sixth. It depict, the aftermath of
the Civil War and the clash of force, in that "tragic era."

Rivera sees the historical movement of this period as the conflict between Radica.
Reconstruction and the combined reactionary forces of North and South. The foreground
of the panel is devoted to a portrayal of these forces in terms of the outstanding

personalities of the time.

In the right foreground we have two great Radical Republicans: Benjamin Wade, at the

extreme right, and Thaddeus Stevens next to him holding a scroll giving the Radical

progrom (in the words of Stevens):

It h a radical revolution intended to remodel our institutions. It is intended to work a

radical reorganisation in the Southern institutions, habits end manners . . , The

foundations . . . must be broken up and reloid, or afl our blood and treaiure have beca

spent in vain.

Immediately above Stevens is Charles Sumner, the distinguished Massachusetts Senator.

And a little higher up Rivera somewhat arbitrarily place, the great poet, Walt Whitman,

who can hardly be said to belong to this group of Radicals. Whitman holds a scroll

with these words:

A great city '< that which has the greatest men and women, where ilav» ceases and

rhe matter of the slave ceases, where the populace arises at once against the never-

ending audacity of elected persons.

This it the radical side. The other tide Rivera symbolists in the Ku Klux Klan, whose

Grand Imperial Wliard appeart in mask and full regalia In the center foreground. From

the preceding panel extends the hand of J. r\ Morgan subsiding these forces of darkness

and terror. Thus is suggested the alliance of reaction, North and South.

The rest of the panel ii given over to a depiction of the horrors of the post-war years

In the South. There are the Klan Konklave. the fiery cross, the burning and hanging of

Negroes, the night riders, the chain gang. But In tho titr.me right background we have

oho scenes of spreading industrialism and reaction in the North, .trlker. being driven

back by mounted police, coolie lobar constructing the transcontinental railroad.

It was a hard, brutal, ruthless period, already big wlh the growing .octal conflict* •

th. next decade. And »o Rivera pictures It.
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PANEL IMPERIALISM IN LATIN AMERICA

Thi. pon.l I, d#V#Hd to . rtlrH., pictorio, denunciation of United State, imperially
l« Latin America in the old day* before the "good neighbor" policy.

The ton. «f thi. panet i, ,et by a long line of battleship, leading from the remote
background of the picture to the flag.hip with the huge cannon.

In th.ir .hodow or. the i.tond, of the Caribbean upon which two bloody hand, hove

l«ft their ,toin. The huge gun, tower protectlngly over the Stock Exchange building,

marked with the dollar >tgn and an eagle gratping two hemispheres in it* elawi. The two

hemitphere, and the dollar lift form three ball,, the familiar sign of the pawn broker.

Jest behind the American flag in the center middle ground are the warehouiei of the

United Fruit Company and the derrick, of Standard Oil, two powerful American com-

bine, dominating a large sector of the economic life of Latin America. Va»t ttreamt o*

banana, are pouring into the company', warehouses and beyond art peasant, working

In the field,, todies of rebel peon, hang from telegraph posts, and in the upper back-

ground are to be teen U S. Marine, "rettorlng order" somewhere in Latin America.

In the foreground we see the other side of the story, the resistance of the Latin Amer-

ican patriot, Out of the slaughter rises the face of a dead Central American Negro

and nest to him stares the dead face of Julio Antonio Mella. Cuban student leader

asiastinated by Butcher Machado. This "line of rebellion" leads straight up to the upper

right hand corner, to the grim and determined face of Augusto Cesor Sandlno.

Nlc«raguan patriot, who to Rivera it the symbol of the entire Latin American struggle

against foreign imperialism.



PANEL X t DEPRESS ON AND UNREST

*

The grotesque and Ini.ruat* contradiction of starvation in th, midst of p|.nty U
pictured on this panel with unforg.ttabl. power and imagination. Her., for once, there
ore no leading personalities dominating th. scene; th. mass.s are everywhere, and
behind the masses it the intertable play of economic and social force..

It it a picture of the year, of depression. At th. top to th. right, again** th. back-

ground of the Capitol, we see the famous "battle" of Anacostia Flats, in which fed.ral

troops attacked the ragged lines of World War veterans who hod come to Washington

to ask for relief. Rivera showi the moment of attack, the camp In flames. In th.

foreground the theme is continued: fully armed and equipped policemen are charging

a group of embattled farmers who are resisting expropriation for debt. Directly obov.

is a sheriff trying to auction off a farm in a foreclosure sale. Over his head hongs a

noose. The farmers are determined to keep their land.

In the left background we have another aspect of the crisis. Farmers are at work not

raising food but destroying it. Mountains of fruit and vegetables ore rotting in th.

fields. Gallons of milk are being poured into the creek. But the unemployed in the cities

(center of the panel! are grubbing in the garbage can for refuse to eat. Huge quantities

of food destroyed while millions are starving: two sides of the same picture of economic

insanity.

A little above the group of hungry harvesters of garbage, broken derelicts sleep on the

stone steps of the gold-enameled sub-treasury.

Hunger marchers, bonus marchers, foreclosure fighters, farm strikers, starvation in the

midst of plenty, and the army and national guard to see that the hungry do not get

their food, that the veterans do not get their bonus, that the farmers do not get the

cost of production nor save their farms from foreclosure— such is Rivera's living.

stirring picture of the depression (Wolfe).
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PANEL X I I I NAZI K U I T U R

This panel it dominated by the counterposition of Hitler and hit victim*. In the fore-

ground, below the fiqure of the mad Fuehrer screaming into a microphone, we tee Albert

Einstein (left) and the tortured body of a Jew whose sin is his "blood." Next is a

German girl punished and humiliated for the "crime" of "racial impurity." To the

right of the tortured girl is the bloodthirsty Goering, true symbol of Naxi culture.

Another symbol of Nasi culture is the sterilization process portrayed in the center of

the ponel—modern science In the service of ruthless barbarism. Moving left we see

flames rise from a Naxi "book burning," in which the works ai Mann and Remarque,

of Mars, Lenin. Trotsky. Engels and Thalheimer, of Einstein and Boas, can be dis-

tinguished. And immediately below, under the menace of a long knife, are a number of

German radical leaders, Thaelmann, Toergler and Brandler.

Still another set of symbols of Nail culture are to be found at the right background:

a Nasi mass meeting side by side with a Naxi concentration camp, and below the

torture of prisoners and a ceremonial beheading by a headsman in full dress.

Frnaily, behind the Naxi banners, in the left background we see twinging lines of

helmeted marching armies, with tanks and airplanes, oil movinq towards the war to come.

In this panel Rivera has strikingly captured the full horror and menace of Germon

Noiism. I« dynamic movement ha posses in review one aspect after the other of .ts

barbarous program, racial persecution, outlawing of all independent thinking, crasMoa,

af the labor movement, bestial repressions, cultural vandalism, ruthless war at ce

The pictorial treatment and the theme are In perfect balance.
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The permanent exhibition of Rivera murals

hongs in the modern lounge room at Unity

Hoase, owned and operated on a non-

profit basis by the International Ladies'

Garment Workers' Union. Here on the

ifcores of a large spring-fed lake circled

by a thousond acres of woodland and

Jaw* H ffce cool Pocono mountains of

PeiiiylvaRia is every imaginable conve-

i#«ce for comfort, relaxation and sport.

Kiv*ra pictured the struggle,; Unity House

it omt of the results.
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